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THERE IS a basic question about a smooth action of a compact Lie group G on a smooth 
manifold M (with boundary c?M or without it). The question is to describe the set F of points 
in M left fixed by G. It follows from the Slice Theorem that the fixed point set I; is a smooth 
submanifold of M with dM n F = aF. Moreover, it turns out that the group invariants of G. 
as well as the global invariants of M, can impose some restrictions on F. It is natural to ask 
whether the given restrictions are both necessary and sufficient for a smooth manifold F to 
occur as the fixed point set of a smooth action of the given group G on a smooth manifold 
M with the prescribed global invariants. The main goal of this paper is to discuss this 
question in the case of smooth G-actions on disks and Euclidean spaces. 
THEOREM A. A compact smooth manifold F (resp., a smooth man@d F \zithout hourultrr~~) 
is thejixed point set of‘s smooth action of G on a disk (resp., Euclidean spuce) if‘und oni). $ 
(1) G is a torus: 
F is Z-acyclic (and thus stably complex). 
(2) G is u 2-yroup or its extension by a torus: 
F is Z,-acyclic (und thus stably complex). 
(3) G is u p-group or its extension bJ* a torus for an odd prime p: 
F is Z,-acyclic and stably complex. 
THEOREM B. Let G be either a.finite group with a cyclic subgroup not ofprime po\+er order 
and with a normul, possibly trivial, 2-Sylow subgroup, or an extension of such N group his (I 
torus. Then u compact smooth marCfold F (resp., a smooth manifold F without houndory) is thr 
fixed point set of a smooth action of G on a disk (resp., Euclidean spuce) lf crnd only If F is LI 
stahl?, comples man+old with Euler characteristic x(F )E 1 (mod no) (resp., F is tt stuhl!’ 
complex mumfold). 
Theorems A and B form an outgrowth of the results in [21] and [22]. If in Theorem B, 
one would not assume the existence of a cyclic subgroup not of prime power order. then 
author’s result [20, Thm. A] would impose a restriction on F to the effect that each 
connected component of F would have the same dimension. In the case of smooth actions of 
G on disks, for G = Z,, (p any prime), the results in Theorem A, (2) and (3), go back to Jones 
[l 1, Thm. 2.1 and Sect. 31. Generalized versions, as well as improvements, of Jones’ result 
have been obtained by other authors; see, e.g., Assadi-Browder [2], Assadi-Vogel [3], 
Dovermann [6], Rothenberg-Sondow [23], and Weinberger [26]. In the case of smooth 
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actions of G on Euclidean spaces, for G=Z,, (p and q two relatively prime integers), the 
result in Theorem B is an improvement of a result due to Edmonds-Lee [7, Thm. A] (cf. 
Remark 5.7 of this paper). Finally, recall that Oliver [17] answered the question of which 
finite CW complexes can occur (up to homotopy equinalence) as the fixed point sets of 
smooth actions of G on disks for a given compact Lie group G. In Theorems A and B, we 
answer the question of which smooth manifolds can occur (up to difSeeomorphism) as the fixed 
point sets of smooth actions of G on disks and Euclidean spaces. 
We use an equivariant thickening procedure to construct smooth G-actions on disks 
and Euclidean spaces with prescribed fixed point sets. It turns out that equivariant 
thickening is quite useful for solving the following general problem. 
Let G be a compact Lie group. For a smooth G-manifold B and a smooth G-vector 
bundle U-+B, consider the problem of constructing a smooth G-manifold M of a given 
homotopy type, such that M contains B as a smooth invariant submanifold with equi- 
variant normal bundle U, and M-B has the same isotropy subgroups as does U-B. 
Hereafter, we identify B with its image in U under the zero cross-section. Moreover, by the 
Equivariant Tubular Neighborhood Theorem, we may identify U with an open invariant 
neighborhood of B in M. Therefore, the isotropy subgroup condition amounts to saying 
that each isotropy subgroup in M-B occurs also in U-B (or equivalently. in the total 
space of the invariant sphere bundle of U). 
For example, assume that B is the disjoint union of a smooth manifold F (possibly 
empty) with the trivial action of G, and a number of homogeneous spaces of the form G/H 
for various closed subgroups H of G. Assume further that U-+B is a smooth G-vector 
bundle such that for any b E F, the respresentation of G on U,, the fiber of U over b, has no 
trivial summand. Then, once the problem is solved, we get a smooth G-manifold M of the 
given homotopy type, such that M contains F as the fixed point set with equivariant normal 
bundle U 1 F, and M-B has the same isotropy subgroups as does U-B. 
Equivariant thickening procedures produce smooth G-manifolds with boundary, as well 
as open smooth G-manifolds (including those which are not interiors of smooth G- 
manifolds with boundary). Usually, the idea is to take a G-C W complex X (of the given 
homotopy type) and a G-vector bundle E-+X such that X contains B as an invariant subset 
and the restricted bundle El B (stably) splits into the tangent bundle TB and U. Then one 
takes the disk bundle of U and replaces inductively equivariant cells in X-B by equivariant 
handles in a way prescribed by E (provided U fulfills some general position condition). This 
converts X into a smooth G-manifold M within the G-homotopy type of X, such that M 
contains B as a smooth invariant submanifold with equivariant normal bundle U, M-B 
and U-B have the same isotropy subgroups, and TM (stably) is induced from E, solving 
our general problem. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In $1, we discuss the necessity in Theorems 
A and B. In $2, we present an equivariant thickening procedure. In $3, we consider a special 
case of the Equivariant Thickening Theorem. In $4, we show the sufficiency in Theorem A. 
In $5, we show the sufficiency in Theorem B. 
$1. THE NECESSITY IN THEOREMS A AND B 
We say that a smooth manifold M is stably complex if there exists a smooth embedding 
of M into some Euclidean space such that the normal bundle of the embedding admits a 
complex structure. In particular, a stably complex smooth manifold M is orientable and all 
connected components of M are either even or odd dimensional. Equivalently, a smooth 
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manifold M is stably complex if the tangent bundle TM admits a complex structure perhaps 
after adding a product bundle M x R’ over M (cf. [7, Sect. 23). 
Each Z-acyclic smooth manifold is stably complex because it is stably parallelizable. 
More generally, each Z,-acyclic smooth manifold is stably complex because each vector 
bundle over a X,-acyclic finite dimensional C W complex stably admits a complex structure 
(cf. [7, the proof of (3.2)]). 
According to [7, (3.1)], if a finite odd order group G acts smoothly on a smooth 
manifold M, then the normal bundle of the fixed point set MC in M admits a complex 
structure. Hence, if M is stably complex, so is MC. 
Moreover, by [7, (3.2)], if a finite even order group G with a normal 2-Sylow subgroup 
acts smoothly on a Z,-acyclic smooth manifold M, then MC is a stably complex manifold. 
Now, assume that G is a compact Lie group whose identity connected component G, is 
abelian (i.e., G, is either a trivial group or a torus). If G acts smoothly on a Z-acyclic smooth 
manifold M, it folllows from Smith Theory that the fixed point set MC0 is also Z-acyclic, and 
thus stably complex. Therefore, by considering the obvious action of the quotient group 
G/G,, on MC0 with fixed point set MC, the above discussion yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.1, Let G be a compact Lie group such that G, is abelian and G/G,, has a 
normal, possibly trivial, 2-Sylow subgroup. If M is a Z-acyclic smooth G-mantfold, then MC is 
a stably complex manifold. 
Now, in Theorem A, the necessity follows immediately from Smith Theory and Cor- 
ollary 1.1. 
Oliver Cl.51 proved that for a finite group G not of prime power order, there exists an 
integer n, such that a finite C W complex F is the fixed point set of a finite contractible 
G-C W complex if and only if the Euler characteristic x(F )= 1 (mod n,). Oliver [16] 
extended the result to infinite compact Lie groups G so that n, = nGiCo when G, is abelian 
and G/G0 is not of prime power order, and nG = 1 when Go is nonabelian. We refer to nG as 
to the Oliver integer of G. 
In [18], Oliver calculated the integer nG for all finite groups G not of prime order. In 
particular, it follows from [lS, p. 259, (l)-(4)] that the following result holds for a compact 
Lie group G such that G, is abelian and G/G, is nilpotent and not of prime power order. 
Namely the Oliver integer of G depends on noncyclic Sylow subgroups of G/G,,. Specifi- 
cally: 
(1) G/G,, has at most one noncyclic Sylow subgroup: n,=O. 
(2) G/G, has precisely two noncyclic Sylow subgroups, say, of p-power and q-power 
orders, respectively. for two distinct primes p and q: n,=pq. 
(3) G/G, has at least three noncyclic Sylow subgroups: no= 1. 
Recall that for a compact Lie group G, any smooth G-manifold (with or without 
boundary) has the structure of a G-C W complex. Moreover, the manifold is compact if and 
only if the complex is finite (see, e.g., [IO] and [12]). Therefore, Oliver’s result on the integer 
nG yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a compact Lie group such that either G, is abelian and G/G, is 
not of prime power order, or G, is nonabelian. If M is a compact contractible smooth G- 
manifold, then x(M’)= 1 (mod nG). 
Now, in Theorem B, the necessity follows immediately from Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2. 
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92. THE EQUIVARIANT THICKENING THEOREM 
In their Ph.D. theses, Assadi [1] and the author [19] described independently equi- 
variant thickening procedures in more general circumstances than the procedure obtained 
by E&non&-Lee [7]. The goal of this section is to present the author’s procedure which 
differs slightly from that one described in [l]. First, we give some needed notations and 
results from equivariant topology, and we refer the reader to Bredon’s book [S] for 
background information on the subject. 
Let G be a compact Lie group. For a G-space X and a closed subgroup H of G, we use 
the following standard notations: XH denotes the fixed point set of H, consisting of all 
points x E X whose isotropy subgroup G, contains H, and XcH’= u XgHg- ‘, all g E G. Recall 
that XH and XtH’ are respectively, N(H)-invariant and G-invariant subspaces of X, where 
N(H) denotes the normalizer of H in G. Moreover, the standard action of N(H)/H on X” is 
free on XH-X’W, where X’H= u XK, all K 3 H with K # H. Also, (XH)h’(H)‘H =XNtH’. 
Let X be a G-C W complex; i.e., a G-space with a filtration X0 c X’ c X2 c . of X by 
invariant subcomplexes Xj (equivariant j-skeleta) of X, such that X0 is the disjoint union of 
homogeneous spaces G/H (equiuariunt O-cells) for various closed subgroups H of G, and Xj 
is obtained from Xj-’ cj2 1) by attaching G-spaces of the form G/H x Dj (equiuariant j- 
cells), where G acts trivially on Dj, via equivariant maps from G/H x Sj- ’ to Xj- ‘. As usual, 
we say that X isjnite (resp., infinite, countable) if X has finitely (resp., infinitely, countably) 
many equivariant cells, and X is _/in&e dimensional if X = X" for some integer n 2 0. 
Let E-+X be a G-vector bundle with a chosen invariant inner product. Then, for a closed 
subgroup H of G and a subspace B of XH, the restricted bundle E )B is an orthogonal H- 
vector bundle which decomposes uniquely into the Whitney sum of the fixed point bundle 
(EIB)H and the nontrivial summand H(EIB), the orthogonal complement of (EIB)“. In 
particular, the fiber E, of E over a point DEB is an orthogonal representation of H which 
splits into the direct sum of the trivial summand (E# and the nontrivial summand H(Eb). 
For an orthogonal representation V of G, the product G-vector bundle V x X (as well as 
X x V) over a G-space X we denote also by I/provided the base space X is obvious from the 
context. If V is just [w” (resp, C”) with the trivial action of G, this bundle is denoted by En 
(resp., a=“). Moreover, DV denotes the invariant unit disk in V. 
In this paper, we assume that each manifold has a countable base of topology. For each 
smooth G-manifold M, we choose an invariant Riemannian metric on M; i.e., a smooth 
invariant inner product on the tangent bundle TM. Therefore, we can use theorems such as 
the Slice Theorem, the Equivariant Tubular Neighborhood Theorem, and the Equivariant 
Collar Theorem. In particular, when taking the product of two smooth G-manifolds, an 
invariant disk bundle of a smooth G-vector bundle, or a smooth G-manifold with an 
equivariant handle attached, the corners which occur all can be smoothed equivariantly. 
Let G be a compact Lie group, let H be a closed subgroup of G, and let V be a 
representation of H. Then the twisted product G x H V with the projection 
p: G x ,, V+G/H, [g, v]++gH 
is the vector bundle over G/H associated with the smooth principal H-bundle G+G/H. 
Moreover, left translation makes G x H V into a (smooth) G-vector bundle over G/H. 
Let B be a (compact) space with the trivial action of G. Then (G x ,I V) x B with the 
projection p x id, is a G-vector bundle over G/H x B. We identify G/H x B with its image in 
(G x H V) x B under the zero cross-section, and we put { eH } x B = B. 
With the above notations, the following two lemmas hold. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For a G-vector bundle E-G/H x B, each H-trivialization 8: V x B+EIB 
extends to a G-vector bundle equivalence g (G x n V) x B-E. 
Proofi The map g: (G x H V) x B-, E, ([g, c], b) t-+ gg(v, b) is the required equivalence; cf. 
[S, the proof of VI.2.4.1. II 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume E-+GIH x B is a G-vector bundle and V= E, for a point b E B. ~‘f B is 
contractible, then (G x n V) x B and E are equivalent as G-vector bundles. 
Proof: Since the constant map B-+B into the point b and the identity on B are H- 
homotopic, there exists an H-trivialization 8: Vx B+EIB. Thus, Lemma 2.1 completes 
the proof. r, 
The following proposition enables us to make the inductive step in the proof of the 
Equivariant Thickening Theorem (Theorem 2.4); cf. [l, 111.1.11 and [7, (4.2)]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a compact Lie group, let M be a smooth G-manifold with 
boundary aM, let X be a G-space obtained from M by attaching an equivariant j-cell G/H x Di 
via an equivariant smooth embedding ~$1 GfH x Sj- ’ +c?M, and let E-X be a G-vector bundle 
such that E/M and TM 0 B’ are equivalent as G-vector bundles for some integer 120. 
Assume dim MH(x)>2j for XE MH. tThen there exist a smooth G-manifold G 2 X with 
dim M =dim M, and a G-deformation retraction f: ii?+X such that the induced bundle f *E 
and Tfi Q iw’ are equivalent as G-vector bundles. 
Proof We identify G/H x Sj-’ with its image under 4, and we put (eH) x Sj- ’ = S’- ‘. 
Clearly, S’- ’ c aMH = Mn n aM. In particular, dim Mn(x) 2 2j for x E Sj- ‘. 
Let U be the equivariant normal bundle of G/H x S’- ’ in aM. The idea of the proof is to 
construct fi andf by thickening the equivariant j-cell G/H x Dj in X to an equivariant j- 
handle (G x H D W) x Dj using an H-trivialization 8: W+ UI Sj- ’ for some (orthogonal) 
representation W of H. 
First, consider E restricted to G/H x Dj, put (eH} x Dj= Dj, and take the fiber V of E 
over the origin in D’. Then, as G-vector bundles, 
(Gx,,V)xD’zE~(G/HxD’) 
by Lemma 2.2, and 
EI(G/H xSj-‘)g(TMI(G/H xSj-‘))@KJ’ 
by the assumption. These G-vector bundle equivalences yield, by restricting, an H-trivial- 
ization 
8,: _y’(TM(S’-‘)@O’J. 
Moreover, it follows that 
(1) Up to G-vector bundle equivalence, we may assume that E is obtained from 
TM @ B’ by attaching (G x H V) x Di via 
e,: (Gx nV)x S’-‘-+(TM)(G/H xS’-‘))@ E’ 
determined by O1 as in Lemma 2.1. 
tHerea$er, M”(X) denotes the connected component of M" containing x. 
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Now, as H-vector bundles, 
TMIS’-‘~(T(~M)IS’-‘)OiWl 
=(UIS’-‘)@I TS’-’ @B’ 
~H(U(Sj-1)O(UISj-l)HOIWj. - 
Put n=dim Vfx’ for xESj_l. Then lW’+j+’ occurs as the trivial summand in V. Moreover, it 
follows from the existence of 0, that the vector bundles B”+j+’ over Sj-’ and 
(ulsj-‘)H @ Bj+’ are equivalent. Since n + j = dim MH(x) 2 2j for x E Sj- t, thus n 2 j and 
according to [ 13, Lemma 43, there exists a trivialization r: E+( U I Sj-‘)H. Now, consider 
the H-trivialization 
8,: H_V 0 E @.Ej+t -‘H(LIISj-l)O(UISj-l)HOIWj+’ 
which splits into 0, IHy on H_V, r on En, and the identity on @+‘. Then 19~ and 8, differ on 
E! n+.i+l by a map c(: sj-1 +O(n +j + I); i.e., a is determined by the automorphism 0; ’ 0 8, 
restricted to jW”+j+‘. Since n >j, the standard embedding of the orthogonal group O(n) into 
O(n+j+ I) induces an epimorphism of the homotopy groups 
~j_r(O(n),*)+7rj_r(O(n+j+1),*). 
Thus, a is homotopic to a map /I: Sj-’ +O(n+j+I) such that /?(Sj-‘) c O(n). Now we 
change 8, on B”+j+’ by the automorphism of B”+j+’ determined by /?, and we get an H- 
trivialization 
8,: H~~~n~~j+l~(~~~j-l)O~j+l - 
which splits into an H-trivialization 8: HfJ@ (W”+ U 1 Sj- ’ and the identity on @+‘. 
Moreover, it follows from (1) that 
(2) Up to G-vector bundle equivalence, we may assume that E is obtained from 
TM 0 B’ by attaching (G x Hv) x Dj via t?s determined by 8, as in Lemma 2.1. 
Now we put W=’ V 0 R” and using again Lemma 2.1, we extend tI to a G-vector bundle 
equivalence e: (G x H W) x Sj- ’ + U which yields an equivariant smooth embedding 
$: (G x HD W) x Sj- ’ -+dM 
coinciding with 4 on G/H x Sj-‘. Then, via t/j, we attach to M the equivariant j-handle 
(G x HD W) x Dj and, as the result, we get a smooth G-manifold ti containing X as an 
invariant subset. Clearly, dim &i = dim M. Moreover, it follows from the construction that 
(3) Up to G-vector bundle equivalence, we may assume that Tii?lX is obtained from 
TM by attaching (G x H( W @ Rj)) x Dj via the G-vector bundle equivalence 
(Gx.(W@Rj))xSj-‘+TMI(G/HxSj-‘) 
determined, using Lemma 2.1, from the sum of 8 and the identity on I# over Sj-‘. 
Now. it follows from (2) and (3) that 
(4) E and (Th;lI X) 0 E’ are equivalent as G-vector bundles. 
Finally, there is a natural G-deformation retraction 
(Gx,DW)xDj+((GxHDW)xSj-‘)u(G/HxDj), 
where the sum is taken along G/H x Sj-‘. By piecing together this retraction with the 
identity on M, we get a G-deformation retractionf: G-+X. By (4), the induced bundlef* E 
and Thi @ E’ are equivalent as G-vector bundles. 0 
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Now we recall the problem stated in the introduction. For a smooth G-manifold B and a 
smooth G-vector bundle U-B, we are interested in constructing a smooth G-manifold M of 
a given homotopy type, such that M contains B as a smooth invariant submanifold with 
equivariant normal bundle ZJ, and each isotropy subgroup in M-B occurs also in U-B. 
Assume such a manifold M has been constructed. Then M has the structure of a finite 
dimensional, countable G-CW complex containing B as an invariant subset and TM has 
the structure of a G-vector bundle over M such that TM 1 B and TB 0 U are equivalent as G- 
vector bundles. To simplify the discussion, assume further our goal is to define the structure 
of a G-CW complex on M so that all equivalent O-cells of M are in B. 
It follows that in order to construct M, it is necessary to have a finite dimensional, 
countable G-C W complex X of the given homotopy type, and to have a G-vector bundle 
E+X such that the following two conditions hold. 
(NB) Normal Bundle Condition. As invariant subsets, X0 c B c X, and as G-vector 
bundles, E 1 B z TB @ U @ E’ for some I> 0. 
(IS) Zsotropy Subgroup Condition. Each isotropy subgroup in X-B occurs also in 
U-B (or equivalently, in the total space of the invariant sphere bundle of U). 
It turns out that the existence of such a complex X and such a bundle E is also sufficient 
whenever U fulfills the following condition. 
(GP) General Position Condition. For each isotropy subgroup H occuring in X-B, the 
dimension of each connected component of UH/N(H) is greater than 2,d(H), and for each 
bEB, 
dim Uf-dim Ud”>d(H), 
where d(H) is the greatest integerj such that an equivariant cell of the form G/H x Dj occurs 
in X-B; i.e., d(H)=dim(X-B)H/N(H)=dim(X- B)‘“‘/G. 
In fact, the following theorem holds; cf. [I, 111.2.31 and [7, (4.1) and (4.4)]. 
THEOREM 2.4. (Equivariant Thickening Theorem). Let G be a compact Lie group. let B be a 
smooth G-mun$old, let U+B be a smooth G-vector bundle, let X be a finite dimensional, 
countable G-C A’ complex. and let E+X be an (n-t I)-dimensional G-vector bundle such that 
the conditions (NB), (IS), and (GP) stated above all hold. Assume,firther that [ffx- B has 
infinitely many equivariant cells, B is without boundary. Then there e.xist an n-dimensional 
smooth G-manfold M and an equivariant mapf: M +X such that the following.four conditions 
hold. 
(1) M contains B as a smooth invariant submanifold with equivariant normal bundle U. 
(2) M-B and U-B have the same isotropy subgroups. 
(3) f is a G-homotopy, equivalence coinciding with the identity on B. 
(4) As G-vector bundles, f * E 2 TM @ B’. 
Proof First. choose a filtration B=X, c X, c X, c . . of X by invariant subcom- 
plexesX,,k=0,1,2 ,..., suchthatx,,, is obtained from XI, by adding just one equivar- 
iant cell, and X = lim X,. 
Now. we cons&t inductively a sequence MO c M, c M, c . of n-dimensional 
smooth G-manifolds M, with M, c int M,, 1 and equivariant maps fk: M,+X, with 
fk+ 1 ) M, =fk. such that the following five conditions hold. 
(Ih M, contains B as a smooth invariant submanifold with equivariant normal bundle U. 
(2)k M, - B and U-B have the same isotropy subgroups. 
(3)k fk is a G-homotopy equivalence coinciding with the identity on B. 
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(4)k As G-vector bundles, f: (El X,) E TM, 0 @. 
(5), For each isotropy subgroup H occurring in X-B, the dimension of each connected 
component of Mf/N(H) is greater than 2$H), and for each connected component Cp 
of IV;, 
dimCf-dim(CF n MtH)>d(H) 
and 
dim C,” - dim (C,” n BH) > d(H). 
In order to begin the inductive construction, put M,= DU, the total space of the 
invariant disk bundle of U, and letf,: M, +X0 be the bundle projection. Then, it follows 
from (NB), (IS), and (GP) that (1),+5), hold. 
Now assume we have constructed M, and fk: M, -+X, fulfilling (1),&5),. Recall that 
X k+l is obtained from X, by attaching an equivariant cell G/H x Dj via an equivariant map 
4: G/H x S’-‘+X, for some isotropy subgroup H in X-B and some integer j with 
1 <j I d(H). Since (3)k holds, up to G-homotopy equivalence, we may assume that M, = X, 
andf, is the identity, so that Xk+ 1 is obtained from M, by attaching G/H x Dj via 4: G,JH 
x Sj- l +M,. Moreover, since (4), holds, we may assume that E( M, and TM, 0 E’ are 
equivalent as G-vector bundles. 
Clearly, 4 maps N(H)/H x Sj-’ into M f. Since (5), holds, it follows from a general 
position argument applied to d, restricted to (eH} x S’-’ that, up to G-homotopy equi- 
valence. we may assume that 4 is a smooth equivariant embedding of G/H x Sj-’ into 
ZM, - B. 
Now we apply Proposition 2.3 for the manifold M,, the complex Xk+ 1, and the bundle 
EIXk+r; i.e.. we thicken up the equivariant j-cell G/H x Dj in X,+r to an equivariant j- 
handle as described in the proof of Proposition 2.3. As the result, we get both Mk+ , and 
,fk+ 1: M,, 1 +_Xk+, with .Ik+ I In4,=.fkr fulfilling (f)k+ 1+5)k+ r. Moreover, by adding the 
equivariant boundary collar dM,+ r x [0, l] to M,, r, we may assume that M, c in1 M,, , , 
completing the inductive construction. 
Finally. to complete the proof, put M=% M, andf=tif,. n 
Remrrrk 2.5. With the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4, assume further X is finite (resp., 
infinite). Then IV is compact and ?M is nonempty (resp., M is noncompact and PM is 
empty). Moreover. if X is connected (resp., simply-connected), it follows from the con- 
struction of M that if n>3, M and dM both are connected manifolds with the same 
fundamental group (resp., M is simply-connected at infinity). Therefore, if X is contractible 
and 112 6 (resp.. n 2 5). M is diffeomorphic to D” (resp., [W”) by Smale’s (resp., Stallings’) 
theorem: see 114) (resp., [24]). 
Rernarli 2.6. In the inductive step of the proof of Theorem 2.4 (up to G-homotopy 
equivalence), hi, = X, and fk is the identity, and (up to G-homotopy) the attaching map 4: 
G/H x YJ- ‘+X, is a smooth equivariant embedding of G/H x Sj-’ into dMk - B. Since the . 
natural G-deformation retraction 
(Gx,,DW)xDJ-+((GxHDW)xSj-‘)u(G/HxDj) 
(occuring in the proof of Proposition 2.3) is a simple G-homotopy equivalence, it follows 
from Co, Lemma 4.11 that the map A+ r: Mk+ I +Xk+r (constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4) is a srrnple G-homotopy equivalence provided so isx: M,-+X,. Recall thatJo: 
M,+X, is a disk bundle projection, and thus a strong G-deformation retraction. 
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43. A SPECIAL CASE OF THE EQUIVARIANT THICKENING THEOREM 
Let G be a compact Lie group, and assume that the following hypotheses hold. 
(a) X is a finite dimensional, countable G-C W complex with finitely many orbit types. 
(b) F is a (nonempty) smooth manifold, and X’=F. 
(c) B is the sum of F and all equivariant O-cells in X-F, and SF is empty whenever 
X -B has infinitely many equivariant cells. 
(d) E-*X is a Ii-dimensional G-vector bundle such that, as vector bundles. 
(EJF)G~ TF 0 E’ for some integers k2120. 
Since X has finitely many orbit types, we can choose a representation W of G with 
IYG = ‘0’ such that i 13 
(el) All isotropy subgroups in X-B and E/B occur also in W. 
By replacing W by the direct sum of (dim G + I)-copies of W, we may assume that the 
family of isotropy subgroups in W is closed under intersection (cf. [4, p. lo]), so that 
(ez) W and W@ . . . @ W have the same isotropy subgroups. 
By replacing W by the direct sum of (dim G + I+ 1)-copies of W, we may also assume that 
(e3) For each equivariant O-cell G/H in B-F, and b={eHj, the H-representation 
T,,(G!H) @ R’ (where H acts trivially on Iw’) occurs as a direct summand in the restricted 
representation resE W. 
By (d), as G-vector bundles, 
Now, it follows from (e3) that G(EIF) @ Wextends to a smooth G-vector bundle U+B 
such that, as G-vector bundles, 
(E@ N’)JBzTB0 U@Ij’. 
Moreover, (el) and (e,) imply that U-B and W-(O) h ave the same isotropy subgroups. 
Therefore, with E replaced by E 0 IV, the conditions (NB) and (IS) stated before 
Theorem 2.4 both hold. and we may assume that (GP) holds as well again by replacing U’ 
by the direct sum of sufficiently many copies of W. Hence, the following theorem holds as a 
special case of Theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G he a compact Lie group, and assume X, F, B, and E.fu!fill (a)k(d) 
stated ahorr. Then there exist a representation Wof G with WC = (01, a smooth G-maniftild M 
(fdimc~nsion n = k - I+ dim W, and an equivariant mapf: M-X such that the.ftillowing ,four 
c~oridirioris Iioltl. 
(I) M contains B as a smooth invariant submanifold with equivariant normal bundle U 
such that UIFrG(EIF)@ W. 
(2) M-F and W- {O] have the same isotropy subgroups. In particular, M” = F. 
(3) ,I‘ is a G-homotopy equivalence coinciding with the identity on B. 
(4) As G-rector bundles, f + E 0 Ij’r TM @ Uj’. 
Remark 3.2. With the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, assume further that the G-CW 
complex X is finite (resp., infinite) and contractible. Since we may assume that n 2 6 (resp., 
n 2 5). it follows from Remark 2.5 that in Theorem 3.1, M is diffeomorphic to D” (resp., (w”). 
Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2 yield immediately the following corollary. 
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C~ROLLARV 3.3. Let G be a compact Lie group, let X be a finite (resp.,_finite dimensional, 
infinite, countable) contractible G-CW complex with Xc = F, where F is a compact smoorh 
mantfold (resp., a smooth manifold without boundary), and let E-+X be a G-vector bundle rt,ith 
(EJ F)‘z TF @ IF@ for - . some 120. Then there exists a smooth action of G on a disk (resp.. 
Euclidean space) M within the G-homotopy type of X. such that M” = F und for some 
representation W of G with WC = {Oj, the following t\vo conditions hold. 
(1) ‘(E I F) 0 W occurs as the equivariant normal bundle of F in M. 
(2) M-F and W- 10) have the same isotropy subgroups. 
Remark 3.4. In Corollary 3.3, (1) implies that for any bE F, the representation of G on 
the tangent space T,M is equivalent to T,F 0 ‘(E& 0 W, where G acts trivially on T,F. 
$4. THE SUFFICIENCY IN THEOREM A 
Let G be a compact Lie group and let H be a closed normal subgroup of G. If the 
quotient group G/H acts on a space X with fixed point set F, then the quotient homo- 
morphism G+G/H allows us to consider X as a G-space with X” = F. Clearly, the action of 
G on X may not be effective, but it is easy to build up X to a space with an effective action of 
G within the same G-homotopy type and with the same fixed point set. For example, if Vis a 
faithful orthogonal representation of G with VG = {0}, then X x 1’ and X x D V with the 
diagonal actions of G, both have the required properties. In particular, the following 
proposition follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a compact Lie group and let H be a closed normal subgroup of 
G. Jf F is the,fised point set of a smooth action of G/H on a disk (resp., Euclidean space), then 
there is a smooth effective action of G on a disk (resp., Euclidean space) withjixed point set F. 
The following theorem shows the sufficiency in Theorem A, (1). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a torus S’ x . x S’, let F be a compact smooth mumfold (resp., a 
smooth manifold without boundary), and assume F is Z-acyclic. Then there is a smooth action 
of G on a disk (resp., Euclidean space) with jixed point set F. 
Proof According to Proposition 4.1, we may assume that G= S’. Since F is iZ-acyclic, F 
is stably parallelizable. Moreover, the join X = F * G is a finite (resp., finite dimensional, 
infinite, countable) contractible G-C W complex with Xc = F. Choose a representation V of 
G with dim 1’” =dim F + 1. Then, for the product G-vector bundle E= X x V+X, 
(El F )’ z TF 0 B’. Therefore, Corollary 3.3 completes the proof. 0 
Remark 4.3. Shmuel Weinberger informed me about his (unpublished) construction of 
smooth S’-actions on Euclidean spaces with the prescribed fixed point sets. Briefly, the 
construction goes as follows. For a given Z-acyclic n-dimensional smooth manifold F 
without boundary. construct a proper h-cobordism w”+ ’ with ii W= F u iw”, and observe 
that, as manifolds. 
[W”+z~(FxD2)u(WxS’)u([W”xS’ x[l, 03)) 
where the first sum is along F x S1 and the second sum is along R” x S’ = KY’ x S’ x { 11. 
Now, consider the standard S’-action on D2 (free on the boundary c7D2 = S’) and the trivial 
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S’-actions on Wand [l, a). Then, take the diagonal S’-actions on the three summands in 
the decomposition of lRn+2, to get a smooth S’-action on [Wn+’ with fixed point set F. 
We will make use of the following proposition to construct G-vector bundles with 
prescribed fixed point bundles. 
PROPOSITION: 4.4. Let G be a jinite abelian group, let X be a jinite dimensional G-C W’ 
complex with jxed point set F, and assume that X-F has only trivial isotropy’ subgroups. 
Then, for each complex vector bundle T-F, there exists a complex G-vector bundle E+X 
whose.fixed point bundle (E) F)G is equivalent to T. 
Proof Choose a finite filtration F c X, c X, c . . c X, of X by invariant sub- 
complexes Xj such that X, is obtained from F by adding all equivariant O-cells of 
X-F, Xj+ 1 is obtained from Xj (j=O, 1, . . , k- 1) by adding all equivariant (j+ I)-cells 
of X-F. and X,=X. 
Now, for a given complex vector bundle T-+F, we construct inductively a sequence 
E,, E,, . . , E, of complex G-vector bundles Ej3Xj such that E,, , IXj contains Ej as a 
direct summand, and the following two conditions hold. 
( l)j E, is a product Xj x @“J with some action of G imposing the G-vector bundle structure 
on Xjx@“J+X. 
(2)j (Ej/F)G is equiialent to T. 
In order to begin the inductive construction, choose a nontrivial l-dimensional complex 
representation V of G, and take a complex vector bundle T’ + F such that T 0 T’ z @““ 
for some n,. Then the G-vector bundle T @ (T’ 0 If) extends easily to a complex G-vector 
bundle E, + X, fulfilling both (I), and (2),. 
Now assume that we have constructed E,-tX, fulfilling both (I),. and (2)j. Recall that 
Xj+ , is obtained from Xj by attaching equivariant (j+ I)-cells G x Dh’ ’ (for some indexes r) 
via equivariant maps f,: G x Sh-tXj. Let XJ be obtained from Xj by attaching G x Sh 
x [0, 1] via_& for all ~1, where G x Sj x (0) = G x Sh. Then there is the obvious G-deformation 
retraction r: XI-X,. Moreover, we may assume that Xj+r is obtained from Xi by adding 
G~Dh+~alongGxShx{l)=GxShforalla. 
It follows from (l)j that for each a, there is a trivialization 
TV: Sj, x Pj+r*EjlSh, where Si- {e} x Sj. 
Extend T, to a G-vector bundle equivalence 
fa: (G x Si) x @“j+r*Ejl(G x S’,) 
by S,((g, )I), v)=grJx, v) for gE G, XE Sh, and UE @“J (cf. Lemma 2.1). Now. consider the G- 
vector bundle Mj+ 1 -+Xj+ 1 obtained from r* Ej by attaching (G x 0;’ ’ ) x @“I via ?a for all a, 
and take its underlying vector bundle Nj+ 1 -+Xj+ 1 (no action of G). Clearly, Nj+ , may not 
be the product bundle but we can choose a complex vector bundle N;+ , +Xj+ r such that 
Nj+l 0 NJ+I~c”~+’ for some nj+l. Put Ej+t = Mj+l 0 (N;+l @ _V), where V is again a 
nontrivial I -dimensional complex representation of G. Then Ej+ 1 1 Xj contains Ej as a direct 
summand, and clearly ( l)j+, and (2)j+ 1 both hold, completing the inductive construction. 
To complete the proof, put E = E,. 0 
The following theorem shows the sufficiency in Theorem A, (2) and (3). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G be a p-group or its extension by a torus for a prime p, let F be a 
compact smooth manifold (resp., a smooth manifold without boundary), and assume F is Z,- 
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acyclic and stably complex.? 
space) with fixed point set F. 
Then there is a smooth action of G on a disk (resp., Euclidean 
Proof: Since G/GO maps epimorphically onto Z,, so does G. Therefore, according to 
Proposition 4.1, we may assume that G=Z,. Since F is &,-acyclic, it follows from [l 1, 
Thm. 1.11 (resp., [l, 11.1.41) that there is a finite (resp., finite dimensional, infinite, countable) 
contractible G-C W complex X with Xc = F. Since F is stably complex, it follows from 
Proposition 4.4 that there is a (complex) G-vector bundle E-+X with (El F)’ stably 
equivalent o TF. Therefore, Corollary 3.3 completes the proof. c? 
$5. THE SUFFICIENCY IN THEOREM B 
Following [S], we wish to discuss a well-known topological analogue of the induced 
representation. Let G be a compact Lie group, let H be a closed subgroup of G with finite 
index n, and let X be an H-space. Consider the space of H-equivariant maps $J: G-+X (where 
H acts on G by left translation) with the compact-open topology, and denote this space by 
ind$X. Let G act on ind:X by g4(a)=4(ag) for g, aE G. 
Now, we choose right coset representatives e = a,, a2, . . . , a, for H in G. Then, as 
spaces, 
ind:XgX x . . . xX, n times, 
where 4 corresponds to (xi, . . . ,x,) via 4(ai) =xi for i= 1,2, . . . , n. Moreover, using the 
correspondence, we obtain an action of G on X x . . . x X such that for fixed g E G, the 
action on each coordinate is the action of some h E H, with the coordinates permuted. Note that 
the set of all 4 left fixed by G corresponds to the image of XH under the diagonal map 
X-+Xx . . . x X; i.e., as spaces, 
(5.1) (indgX)G g XH, 
where 4 corresponds to x in XH via 4(e)=x. 
For any H-equivariant mapf: X+ Y between two H-spaces X and Y, we can define a G- 
equivariant map indgf: indzX-+indg Y by (indgf)(#)=fi 4. 
If p: E-+B is an H-vector bundle over an H-space B with fixed point set F, it follows that 
indgp: indEE+indgB is a G-vector bundle with fixed point bundle equivalent o (El F)H. 
Also, if M is a smooth H-manifold with fixed point set F, it follows that ind:M is a 
smooth G-manifold with fixed point set diffeomorphic to F, and the tangent bundle 
T(indg M) and indg(TM) are equivalent as G-vector bundles. In particular, the following 
proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G be a compact Lie group and let H be a closed subgroup of G with 
finite index. IfF is thejxed point set ofa smooth action ofH on a disk (resp., Euclidean space), 
then there is a smooth action of G on a disk (resp., Euclidean space) with fixed point set F. 
Propositions 4.1 and 5.2 yield immediately the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let G be a compact Lie group. If F is thejxed point set of a smooth action 
of a subgroup of G/G, on a disk (resp., Euclidean space), then there is a smooth effective action 
of G on a disk (resp., Euclidean space) with fixed point set F. 
t Recall that each h,-acyclic smooth manfold is stably complex (cf: $1). 
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Now we wish to show the sufficiency in Theorem B. First, we prove the following lemma 
(we refer the reader to [25] for background information on cyclotomic fields that we use in 
the proof). 
LEMMA 5.4. Let p be any prime. Then, for each integer n> 1, there exist integers 
co, cl, . . 3 cp- 1 such that in the quotient ring Z [t]/( 1 -P), the free coejicient of 
(l-tt)“(c,+c,t+ . . . +C,_ltP-l) 
is a p-power. 
Proof (due to Adam Neugebauer). Assume p > n. Then the result holds with co = 1 and 
c,=O for k=l, . . . , p - 1. Now assume p 5 n and consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. p=2. Then, in Z[t]/(l -t’), (1 -tt)n=2”-I(1 -t) and thus the result holds with 
co = 1 and c1 =O. 
Case 2. p>2. For k=O, 1,. . . ,p-1, put 
[:I=?(-l)i(r), O<i<n, i=k(modp). 
Then the result amounts to showing that the sum 
(*) [:]cO+[:]cp_r +[i]cpV2+ . . . +[pfl]cl is a p-power. 
Let [ be the primitive p-th root of unity. Put 
l--C2 l-C3 1 __[P_’ 
v=l-i 1-c ---*-‘““T’ 
(1) 
Note that q E Z[/J, the ring of the algebraic integers of the cyclotomic field Q(c). Since 
(1 -Ml -12). . . (1 -cP-‘)=p, it follows from (1) that 
q(l -iy-‘=p. (2) 
Now, n = a(p - 1) + m for some integers a 2 1 and 0 <rn -<p - 2. Clearly, (2) yields 
f/“( 1 - 0” = p”( 1 - [)“. (3) 
Since Z[[J is a free Z-module generated by 1, i, c2, . . . ,cpm2, thus $=cil,’ n,Jk for some 
integers nk, k=O, 1,2, . . . , p - 2. Also, note that (1 -c)” = ~~~~ [I ; ik. Therefore, it follows 
from (3) that 
By multiplying the factors of the left side of this equality and representing the result in the 
base 1, [, c2, . . . ,~p-2 (remember 1 +c+C2+ . . , + (Tpm2 + cp- ’ = 0), it follows that 
[~]~o+[;l(-~p-2~+[~]~~p-2-~p-3~+ . . . +[pI,](n,-no)=~‘- 
Thus (*) holds with cO=nO, cl =nl -no,. . . ,cp-2=np-2-np-3, and cp-l = -np-2. 0 
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Let F be a finite dimensional C W complex. Consider the join X = F * Sin- 1 * Sjnel, 
where Sine1 and Sin-l denote the sphere S2”-l with the standard free actions of Z, and Z,, 
respectively, for two relatively prime integers p and 4 and an integer n 2 1. Then, for G = Z,,, 
the obvious action of G on X makes X into a finite dimensional G-C W complex with fixed 
point set F. Moreover, X%=F* Sin-l and XH~=F*S2”-‘. P 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let G = Z,, for two distinct primes p and q, let F be a jinite dimensional 
C Wcomplex, and let X = F * Si”- ’ * Sin- ’ for an integer n 2 1. Then&or each complex vector 
bundle T+ F, there exists a complex G-vector bundle E +X whosejixed point bundle (E 1 F )G is 
stably equivalent to T. 
Proof: Any element of K,(X), the complex G-equivariant K-theory of X, has the form 
E - W for some complex G-vector bundle E-*X and some complex representation W of G. 
Similarly, any element of K(F), the complex K-theory of F, has the form T-c”’ for some 
complex vector bundle T-t F and some integer m > 0. Thus the result amounts to showing 
that the composition 
determined on the level of G-vector bundles by E H E 1 FM (E (F )G, is an epimorphism. 
Now, for a given complex vector bundle T-+F, it follows from Proposition 4.4 that there 
exist ~EK~~(F*S~“-‘) and VEK~~(F*S,Z”-‘) such that in K(F), 
(~IF)“P=(vIF)~~= T. (1) 
Consider the complex representation rings R(Z,) and R(Z,). As rings, 
R(Z,)rZ[t]/(l -tP) and R(Z,)ZZ[S]/(~ -s4), 
where t and s correspond to the standard l-dimensional complex representations of Z, and 
Z,, respectively. According to Lemma 5.4, there exist u E (1 - t)” R (Z,) and /I E (1 -s)” R (Z,) 
of the form 
P- 1 4- 1 
r=p”+ C a$ and /?=qb+ 1 b$. 
i=l i=l 
Since a and /I lie, respectively, in the ideals generated by (1 - t)” and (1 -s)n, thus by arguing 
similarly as in [7, p. 3443, it follows that v @ u and p 0 fi lie, respectively, in the images of 
the restriction homomorphisms 
and 
KG(X)-K,(F*S,2”-1)zK,1(F*S:“-‘)@ R(Z,) 
KG(X)-rKG(F*S~“-‘)~K~p(F*S~“-l)~ R(Z,) 
i.e., v @ x and p @ /? extend, respectively, to some q and [ in KG(X). Now, choose integers k 
and 1 such that kp” - lqb = 1, and put 5 = kq - Ii. Then, it follows from (1) and (2) that 
(SIF)G=k(rllF)G-l(ilF)G 
=kp”T-lqbT= T, 
proving that the composition K,(X)+K,(F)+K(F) is an epimorphism. 0 
The following theorem shows the sufficiency in Thoerem B, in the case of smooth G- 
actions on Euclidean spaces. 
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THEOREM 5.6. Let G be a compact Lie group such that G/G, has a cyclic subgroup not of 
prime power order, let F be a smooth marCfold without boundary, and assume F is stably, 
complex. Then there is a smooth action qf G on some Euclidean space with jxed point set F. 
Proof: According to Corollary 5.3, we may assume that G=Z,, for some two distinct 
primes p and q. It follows from [I, 11.1.41 that there exists a finite dimensional, infinite. 
countable, contractible G-C W complex X with Xc = F. Namely, first apply [I, II. 1.4 (i)] to 
get the sum of Xhp and X% along F, and then convert this sum into X by using [ 1. II. 1.4 (ii)]. 
Alternatively, put X = F * Y, where Y is the contractible G-C W complex without fixed 
points obtained by the Conner-Floyd construction (cf. [S, pp. 58-60]), or repeat the 
construction of X given in [7, (5.1)]. 
Since F is stably complex, it follows from Proposition 5.5 that there is a (complex) G- 
vector bundle E+B with B= F * S$-’ *Sin-l, such that (E 1 F )’ is stably equivalent to TF. 
Since F*Si”-l and F*St”-l are (2n- I)-connected, and B is (4?1-- I)-connected, thus for 
sufficiently large n, obstruction theory yields a G-equivariant mapf: X-+B extending the 
identity on F. Now, take the induced bundle f* E over X. Then (f* El F )’ is stably 
equivalent to TF, and hence Corollary 3.3 completes the proof. !z 
Remark 5.7. According to [7, (5.3) and (5.4)], for a closed (i.e., compact and without 
boundary) stably complex smooth manifold F such that each connected component of F 
has the same dimension, there is a smooth action of Z,, on some Euclidean space with fixed 
point set F provided p and q are two relatively prime integers both sufficiently large with 
respect to the dimension of F. In Theorem 5.6, we removed the dependence of p and q on the 
dimension of F, as well as the restriction that each connected component of F has the same 
dimension. Also, we included the case of noncompact F. 
As at the beginning of this section, let G be a compact Lie group, let H be a closed 
subgroup of G with finite index, and let X be a space with an action of H. Now, for a closed 
subgroup K of G, we wish to give a description of resz ind;X, the space ind:X with the 
action of G restricted to the action of K. 
First, choose a set & of (H, K )-double coset representatives in G such that e E G 
represents HK. For each ae&, put HP=u -I Ha, consider the action of H” on X given by 
(a-’ ha)x= hx for he H, and write X, for the HO-space thus obtained. Then, as K-spaces, 
res$ind$Xz n ind&,,Y, with Y,=resEZ,.X,, 
oes4 
where the product over & has the diagonal action of K. The correspondence between H- 
equivariant maps 4: G-+X and (H” n K)-equivariant maps @O: K + YO. ac.d, is given by 
4,(k)= @(ak) for kE K. Since the fixed point set (ind:,,, Y,)’ is homeomorphic to Y2’lnK 
(cf. (5.1)), thus it follows that, as spaces, 
(5.8) 
The following theorem shows the sufficiency in Theorem B, in the case of smooth G- 
actions on disks. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let G be a compact Lie group such that G/G, has a cyclic subgroup not qf 
prime power order and the Oliver integers n, and nGiGn are equal.? Let F be a compact smooth 
t Recall rhar no =nGIGo when G, is ahelian, and nG = 1 when G, is nonahelian (<f 5 I). 
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manjfold, and assume F is stably complex and x(F) = l(mod nc). Then there is a sr~toorll cation qf 
G 011 a disk with fixed point set F. 
Proqf According to Proposition 4.1, we may assume that G, is trivial: i.e.. G is finite. Since 
x( F ) = l(mod n,), the Oliver Construction [ 151 yields a finite contractible G-C M ’ complex X 
with Xc = F. Such an X is built up one orbit type at a time. adding equivariant ceils G h’ x DJ 
(for variousj) until the fixed point set of K has the desired homology. In particular. if Ii is not 
of prime power order, X” has only the desired Euler characteristic. Therefore. we may assume 
that the following condition holds. 
(1) For each proper subgroup K of G not of prime power order, each equivariant cell 
G/K x DJ in X has an attaching map (defined on G/K x Sj- ‘) that is constant on each 
copy I’gKj x s’- l, g E G, of the sphere Sj- ‘. 
Now, according to the hypotheses, G has a cyclic subgroup H of order pq for some two 
distinct primes p and q. Since F is stably complex, it follows from Proposition 5.5 that there is 
a (complex) H-vector bundle E+B with B = F * Sin-l * Sin- ‘, such that the fixed point 
bundle (E( F )H is stably equivalent to TF. Now, take the G-vector bundle ind$ E-+ind:jB and 
recall that its fixed point bundle is equivalent to (El F)H, and thus also stably equivalent to TF. 
If K is a prime power order subgroup of G, then H”nK # H”, where H“=a- 'Ha for 
a E G. In fact, H” n K is isomorphic to h,, Z,, or a trivial group. Therefore, it follows from (5.8) 
that the following condition holds. 
(2) For each prime power order subgroup K of G, the fixed point set (ind:jB)‘; is the 
product of a number of copies of F * $“-l, or F * Sin- ‘, or B. Thus, it is (2n- 1) or (4r1- l)- 
connected. 
Since (1) and (2) hold, thus for sufficiently large n, obstruction theory yields a G- 
equivariant map.f: X+ind$B extending the identity on F. Now, take the induced bundle 
f*(ind$ E) over X. Th en its fixed point bundle is stably equivalent to TF, and hence Corollary 
3.3 completes the proof. w 
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